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Introduction

• The Global High Throughput Screening Centre at AstraZeneca requires 

versatile automation to adapt to the many different assay formats carried 

out. We achieve this using modular systems based on HighRes

Biosolution’s task-based CoLab Flex carts e.g. dispense carts and 

reader carts.

• Individual Flex carts are controlled using A-cell robots, they are 

unshielded and can be run independently (Fig. 1A). Alternatively, 2 Flex 

carts can be docked together to form a Cart2Cart system (C2C) [Fig. 1B] 

and up to 5 Flex carts can be docked around a central Kuka robot on a 

CoLAB microstar (Fig. 1C). This enables “plug and play” operation.

• The AZ Automation Team has been carrying out hardware improvements 

on these systems, these include; evaluating Smart Lab Safety glasses 

for remote working, establishing automated dispenser cleaning to 

facilitate out-of-hours operation, reconfiguring a fixed table PHERAstar

FSX plate reader to increase screen capacity, and deploying a camera 

monitoring system on the platforms to improve system reliability.

Conclusions and next steps

▪ These improvements have enabled AZ HTS to run 7 screening 

campaigns in the first half of 2021, processing 8459 plates with only 8 

plates lost

▪ There were 228 errors counted during the first half of 2021 with a plate 

success rate of 99.91%

▪ Next steps: automate cleaning for other equipment (e.g. Bluewashers), 

create light blocking routing for all reagents and install small footprint 

thermal cyclers to enable automated Cellular Thermal Shift Assays 

(CETSA)

Supported by

Reconfiguration of CoLAB Flex Reader cart for screening

• Since COVID19 restrictions have prevented face-to-face meetings 

between sites we have deployed VUZIX Blade Smart Lab Safety 

Glasses (Fig. 2A) to perform detailed remote assay transfers between 

other AZ sites and HTS labs in Cheshire, UK.

• These glasses (Fig. 2B) enable communication across sites via Zoom 

(Fig. 2C), capturing any subtle techniques that are difficult to document. 

• Users only require a quick 15-minute training session before using the 

glasses and the Zoom calls can also be recorded for future reference. 

Figure 4: Automated cart-to-cart platform. A) set up with Dispenser and Reader Flex carts, with
2 FSX readers and B) set up with Dispenser cart, Fixed table with FSX reader and automated
incubator.

VICI valves to facilitate automated reagent dispenser cleaning

• If reagent dispensers are not cleaned at the end of an automated 

screening run, they can become blocked and unusable for future runs.

• VICI multi position micro electric valve actuators enable automatic 

dispenser cleaning by permitting switching between assay reagents and 

wash solutions (e.g. water and 70% ethanol) [Fig. 3A&B].

• Once reagent dispensing is complete, wash solutions can automatically 

flow through the dispenser, cleaning the dispenser valves/tips and 

associated tubing.

• We have successfully deployed automated dispenser cleaning in  

automated HTS screens, allowing unattended just-in-time 

dispenser cleaning and reducing maintenance & set-up time for 

dispensers between HTS runs.

Figure 2: How the glasses work in practice A. VUZIX Blade Smart Safety Glasses B. Scientist in the lab
wearing the glasses to perform an assay transfer C. A screenshot of the zoom call where the assay
transfer is being performed. Scientists are watching at their desks at the top of the screen and the
output from the glasses in the lab is being broadcast at the bottom.

Smart Lab Safety Glasses for remote working

Cameras to improve system reliability

• Recently, 4 HTS campaigns simultaneously required a Reader Flex cart 

per automation platform (we currently have 3).

• In < 2 weeks the HTS Automation Team identified a flexible solution by 

relocating one PHERAstar FSX from a Flex Reader cart to a fixed table,

scoping the required IT, hardware & software changes, and identifying an 

option for rapid reversal if needed  (Fig. 4A&B).

• The ability to add an automated incubator onto a C2C platform 

increased capacity from 48 to >200 microplates per screening run (4-fold 

increase).

• Running automated platforms unattended can sometimes 

be challenging, and the ability to capture & visualize issues aids fault 

diagnosis & helps improve error recovery.

• We installed fixed & mobile cameras with recording, playback & 

remote viewing capabilities, aiding resolution of intermittent errors (Fig. 

5).

Figure 1: HighRes CoLAB Platforms. A. HighRes Flex Cart – run independently B. Cart2Cart – 2 Flex
carts docked together C. CoLAB microstar – up to 5 Flex carts docked around a central Kuka robot.
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Figure 5: 4 different views from commercial camera systems.
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Figure 3: VICI valve dispenser cleaning. A. Thermo Multidrop Combi and B. Gyger Certus Flex
dispensers set up for water and ethanol washes.
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